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The general purpose of this study is to provide definite
end necessary infonaetion with respect to the "normal" nark
distributions at the T.Taasacnusetts State College* That specific
(1)(2)(5)
ovldenee of this nature is needed has been argued by several
writers. The present work attempta to supply this need; it
assays to present classified material of an order such that
subsequent workers may have* not only the observed frequency
distributions* but also a uniform foundation (via "transmuted"
.V.Kjuuncy disjtrSbBtin asa^ass] for Bassjsapatlve purnoses.
Consequently the tesk is essentially one of compilation*
Hare specifically* it may bo Mid that the results of this
compilation contain implicit suggestions in regard to the
following questions:
1*- V.hat la the general and comparative nature of the mark
distributions at the Massachusetts State College?
2*- To what extent does the average mark distribution at
1*- R* C* Brocks - uniformity of Grading in Colleges and
Universities School and Society Jan.1915.
2.- dower F. V* • "Anonymoua Grading"
School and Society* Oct*1926.
S.~ "oyer r. p. - The Grading of Studenta
science Hew Serlea* Aug* 1908*
this college depart from the distributions obtained in stellar
studies at some of the leading American Universities ( e. g.
Harvard University, University of Missouri, etc.)?
*
5.- What are tlie relatively "easy" and the relatively
"difficult" (c.f. Definitions Chapter III) courses on this
campus?
4.- Which type of frequency distribution shows a more
accurate conformity to the theoretical frequency curve, (a)
the actual or (b) the "transmuted" distribution curves?
All answers to the above questions are necessarily sub-
ject to numerous limitations or restrictions. The distribu-
tions presented vary from forty-four to four thousand five
hundred forty-six in frequency; hence even here, the situa-
tion is hardly ideal for comparative work. No attempt has
been made to account for the several bi-model distributions
which occur (this is a complex problem). Time considerations
have rendered completely continuous summation of the marks a
practical Impossibility; hence a discrete portion of the
mark continuum has been selected. This sample is limited to
the marks obtained by the classes at the Massachusetts State
College for a period of nine years (1922-1931).
On the other hand, in differential psychology ( as in all
science), we can work only with available data; the fact that
our results cannot provide a means far complete answers to the
above problems is considered by the writer to be a feeble and
evasive excuse for idleness in regard to the question at hand.
Consequently, since no satisfactory frequency distributions
of the Massachusetts State College narks arc available, and
since there seems to be a definite need for each a study, the
chief merit of this Investigation consists io the fact (1)
that a systematic attempt has been made to establish" a
substantial basis for comparative work and (2) that the
collective results may serve as a point of departure for
future research *
Hie scope of the present undertaking is perhaps best
suggested by means of an outline.
SCOPE OP THE PROBLEM
1,- Classes studied - 1926 - 1929 - 1931,
A.- The freshman, sophomore, junior and senior years
were studied for each class*
2,- Time in years that the classes of 1926-1929-1931 were in
college.
A.- 1922 to 1931 or 9 years.
3, - Graphs presented.
A. - The distribution of marks for the class of 1926 which
includes 4 years.
B.- The distribution of marks for the class of 1929 which
includes 4 years.
C- The distribution of marks for tho class of 1931 which
includes 4 years.
D. - The distribution of marks for the freshman year based
on the elasses of 1926-1929-1931.
E. - The distribution of marks for the sophomore year
based on the classes of 1926-1929-1931.
F.- The distribution of marks for the Junior year based
on V.J6 classes of 1926-1929-1931.
0.- The distribution of marks for the senior year based
on the classes of 1926-1929-1931.
H.- The distribution of marks for Massachusetts State
College based on the classes of 1926-1929-1931.
1.- The distribution of marks for each course or deoartment




Since the normal distribution curve ia the basis for a
large part of this work, it is obviously important to review
the work that has been done. A study made at Harvard bv
(1)
W. T. Poster shows that the marks at that institution have
a distribution which corresponds surprisingly well to the
normal distribution curve, also called the theoretical
probability curve. This is shown in Table I and Figure I.
TABIE I
A B C D E
Normal 1% 24# 38^ 24£ n
Harvard 7 20 42 21 7
Sria*e&ri 5.4 21.6 46.8 12.7 9.5
In his work, Foster found the best conformity in the
elementary courses. The figures in Table I, represent the
distribution of marks for 8,969 eases. A similar study was
(2)
made at the University of Missouri by M. F. Meyer showing
the distribution of marks at that institution. The results
of his atudy revealed that the distribution of marks at the
University of Missouri was similar to the normal distribution
1. - Starch - Educational Psychology, PP.
2.- Meyer, B* T., The Grading of Students
Science, New Series, August 21, 1908.

curve (Pig. I» Table I). The University of Missouri uses
slightly different values than Harvard does for A-B-C-D-E.
Other studies alon^ similar lines were made at Cornell
University by I. E. Pinkelstein and the results of his study
are given in Table 2 and in Figure 2.
TABLE 2.
A B C D E
U. of Cornell 11.1 27.2 30 22.5 9.2
U. of Wisconsin 9.2 29.4 33.2 15.3 9.3
TTormal 7 24 38 24 7
(2)
The report of President E. A. Birge gives the
distribution of marks at the University of Wisconsin for the
years 1907,1910 and 1915. The results of his work are shown
in Figure 2 and in Table 2. His work Is based on the
distribution of elementary courses, and is therefore comparable
to the work of Foster at Harvard.
(3)
A study was carried on by J. F. Waddell at Evansville,
Wisconsin. After his report was made a program was carried
on to improve a faulty distribution of marks in a High School
with a noticeable degree of success. In this case not only
1. - Flnkelstein, I. E., The Marking System in Theory and
Practice, Educational Psychology Monographs, 1913.
2. - Starch, Educational Psychology.
3.- J. F. Waddell - an unpublished report - figures taken from
Starch - Educational Psychology.
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was the distribution of marks for the whole school improved,
but also the distribution of marks in individual courses was
noticed. The figures from J. P. ffeddell's report are given
in Table 3.
TABLE 3.
Grades 74 75-00 81-36 87-92 93-100
English 33# 39$ 13% 12# 3#
English 15 27 27 25 6
Latin Se German 5 15 13 3? u
Mathematics 22 31 18 21 8
Mathematics 23 27 24 13 13
?"a tli&?sBtics ' 5 12 15 28 40
History 11 25 22 33 9
History 10 IB 25 30 17
Science 11 33 25 26 2
Science 10 33 24 19 14
The following figures (Table 4) were obtained after the
above figures were made known to the teachers. The variations
noted before are reduced considerably.
-12-
TABLE 4.
74 75-80 81-86 87-92 93-100
Enslish 6£ 52g 2755 27# *
Latin & German 9 25 22 29 15
?!athematica 5 20 28 27 20
History 2 17 37 34 10
Science 5 26 33 22 14
One of the most comprehensive studies in the uniformity
of trading in colleges and. universities was carried out by
(1)
R. C. Brooks. In his study, he found that there are three
main divisions which include all of the twenty-nine
institutions studied. The divisions are as follows;
1.- Institutions where instructed s are left entirely at
liberty as far as marks are concerned.
2.- Institutions which make an attempt at uniformity in
grading by publishing for the faculty the grades given in
various courses.
3.- Institutions which attempt to get a normal distribution
of marks by setting up an objectively defined standard; (2 and
3 are often combined). The institutions which come under
the laisaez faire policy, or group one, are
;
Dartmouth U. of Illinois
Swarthmora Princeton U.
Ohio State U. Rutgers
TJ. of Pennsylvania Union
Lehigh
1.- R. C. Brooks - Uniformity of Grading in Colleges and
Universities - School and Society, Jan., 1915.
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Dartmouth, Ohio State, U. of Perm, and Swarthmore are
discussing plana at the present time to obtain a better
distribution of marks. The U. of Illinois, Princeton and
Rutgers are reported as favoring a scheme to better their
distribution of marks. Union and Lehigh are the only two
institutions in this study that have not considered the
problem of the distribution of marks. In groups two and
thro© we have the remaining institutions studied:
Clark University Amherst College
Columbia University Bowdoin College
Harvard Univoralty Earlham College
Yale University Knox College
U. of Chicago Oberlln College
U* of Indiana Western Reserve College
U» of Michigan Williams College
U. of Missouri Beloit College
U» of Wisconsin Haverford College
Northwestern Universi ty Trinity College
In this group eight colleges use the individual
notification method and twelve use the "publication for the
faculty" method of controlling the distribution of grades.
(1)
G. H. Albright made a study of the distribution of mark*
at Colorado College* The study revealed that wide variations
1.- Albright 0. H» "How Teachers Mark" - School and Society
March 25, 1916.
a*
in the distributions of narks existed within departments.
This fnct shows either that tiler© was no control of marks
or. If e system were being used, that it was not controlling
the distribution of narks to a very great extent, niile it
is obvious from his work that he favors a system of
distributing marks, he Is far from being dogmatie. in fact,
Albright1 a final conclusion is that, if teachers would only
question their marks, tho distribution of marks would be
neatly improved. His plea is for Just marks and intelligent
parading with a sane amount of control.
(1)
A atudy covering a period of five years was carried out
st the University of Texas. The work was executed by
H. Y. Benedict and revealed widely differing standards of
grading at the University of Texas. The result of the study
wes the adoption of a standard which would correct the
abnormal variations found in the distribution of marks. The
{2)
standard set up was as follows:
A - excellent . a£ - 12*
B - good - 27<£ - 33*
C - fair 36€ - 44g
D - pass - 15* - ***
tt- «. p «. o - degrees of failure.
1.- Benedict H. Y.- •Grades and their Standardisation at the
tr. of Texas*"
2*- For the freshman year.
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Thls particular standard was 3©t up and It Is based on
local experience. The real reason for the standard is that
It was hoped that by its use certain characteristics revealed
by that study might be effected. The study must, have revealed
that the high grades were not numerous enough in the froalrnan
year and too nunorous in the senior year, since It is stated
that the standard was set to Increase high grades during the
freshman year and decrease the number of high grades during the
senior year. A significant part of the program is found in
the provisions which accompany the standard. One provision
is that teachers nay deviate frort the standard, but are
expected to give reasons for any deviations which might be
serious. Thus, since the limits are set, a serious deviation
is really defined. Another Important provision is that
unconformity to the standard is permissible where classes
do not exceed ten*
In connection with the idea of fair and lust marks a
(1)
plan of marking has been devised by P. W. Clcwer, which he
terms "anonymous grading". First he discusses the many
factors which influence teachers in marking, and how students
work the teacher for a mark. While a large part of his
discussion ia not new, he does bring forth a valuable Idea when
he states that even when a teacher is a fair marker, there ia
1.- Clower P. W. "Anonymous Grading"*
School and Society, Oct., 192b.
16
still roam for unfair criticism from usually poor "students",
To eliminate unfair and fair criticism he advocates the
simple but unique method of numbering papers instead of using
the common signature. This ha claims eliminates all the
undesirable features which he has already mentioned. This
idee of eliminating all personal equations in marking is not
without any opposition, as might be expected.
(1)
An article by R* L. Henry brings out certain points
about anonymous marking which are Interesting, and are in
aharp contrast with ideas favoring this kind of marking.
Henry's arguments are upheld by cases which he cites as
instances where anonymous marking might result in injustice
to the student* He does not want teaching to become too
mechanical, but would rather have the teaeher handle students
as individuals. To be fair one must admit that both R. L.
Henry and P. W. Clower have points in favor of their arguments.
As opposite aa they are both are earnest about trying to get
fair marks.
A discussion of marking systems is carried on by R. H.
(2)
Johnson and he decides on one called the coefficient method
as being the best to use. He objects to the use of the
1. - Henry R. L. - "Is Anonymous Grading wise?"
School and Society, Jan., 1927.
2. - Johnson R. H. - "The Coefficient L'arking System."
School and Society, June, 1918.
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direct marking system because there are different levels
in which a student finds his marks. That is, a student may-
get 89 as his mark and be first in the class. In another
subject he may get 99 as a mark and be first in that class.
It is obvious that being first with 89 and first with 99 is
something different.
Many institutions have a five grade system of marking
such as A-B-C-D-E. He believes that this method of marking
is better than the first in that it does not have different
levels. His chief objection is that the system is too
coarse. That is, where fewer marks fall the scale is no
finer than where the greatest number of marks are found.
In order to overcome the difficulties which are present
in various marking systems, he presents the coefficient
method as a system which has certain advantages. The method
is simple enough in that it is set up in equation form,
grade = student's mark58 ° median mark
The median mark is usually available and by dividing
the mark which a teacher sends in for a student by toe
median mark, one finds the grade. The advantages of this
system are that it helps standardisation, the grading as a
system is not too coarse, and the idea does not involve a
change in the system of individual teachers. It is difficult
to see, however, how this method helps to standardise marks
-la
sine© It does not alter them before they are divided by the
median* While it must be admitted that the formula is
simple, it must also be admitted that it requires additional
work to calculate each mark.
So much work has been done showing the variation of
marks that the question as to whether this variation can be
taken care of after it is found to exist, **must be answered."
Enough work has been done along this line to have significance
and some of it was done by Starch I His first step was to
show the variation of marks by having teachers mark English
papers. He found variations in the marks which were Just as
great as those previously reported. He then proceeded by
controlling the group of teachers who were marking the papers.
He controlled the marks by stating that the best paper must
be marked A. The re salt was a much better distribution of
marks than he had gotten previously.
He definitely urges departmental cooperation in marking
types of work and advocates faculty discussion of marks. He
would set a standard with reasonable leeway. It should be
mentioned that he obtained fairly good distribution even with
a group of 24. His contribution is in the form of a proof
that the distribution of marks can be controlled.
Starch D. - "Can the Variability of Marks be Reduced?"
School and Society, August, 1915.
*8N
The dlatrdbuMon of i^erks ct the Carnegie Institute of
3oc*inolo.;]y was studied 07 j # l. 7.erbe. His report is a
rather lenc?t!iy one and dinotisses rasny phases of different
systems in use*, nio line of reasoning seens logical onourgi,
but sooo of his points nay bo questioned. His first aasunp-
tion is that fading is based largely or personal opinion*
and parsons 1 opinions aro inf luenccd more by attitude tijan
by aibjeet jsattor. 2hia inevitably leads him to favor e
"system" of ^larking and in thia respect ho is in accordance
with Hfeqy authors on tue subject. Like them, too he suggests
ul?.©t he considers the beat distribution. He would not uao a
truly ats'onl distribution curve as a guide in his work.
Hclthor does he believe It fair to use a curve based on narks
given in tlio past. He rules out arbitrary figures on the
gPSBni that they also would be unjust. It is his belief tliat
the best curve to use, is one tsSiich expresses correlation of
mental tests of students in the institution with the distri-
bution of grades given by riany instructors, covering a
period of years.
(2)
A very systematic bit of uorfc was done by H# S. Pills
in connection with the distribution of r»rka. He states that
1»- Zerbo J, L.-^Distribut Ion of Grades ."
Journal of Educational Psychology, Dec..,1917*
•a* Ellis R. S.-nThe Correction of Constant Errors in College
TTarka." School and Society, Oct* 2, 102G.
80*
the purpose of his work ia to show variations in narks. His
data takes on meaning when he presents the medians which he
worked out for various e oursea. He found variations in
subjects and also in the freshman year. For example, the
extreme medians for subjects are 74.25 and 86.60. The extreme
medians for the freshman year are 75*65 and 84.71. To remedy
these variations, he suggests using the following distribution
6.7 - 24.2 - 38.2 - 24.2 - 6.7.
He adds that if It failures does not give the institution
where it is used a good rating, that this figure can be raised
and it should be settled by the faculty.
(1)
A study was made at Reed Gollege by William T. Poster and
a definite ayatem was adopted. The form adopted was a
modification of the normal curve skewed to take account of the
selected nature of college students. While it may be so at
(2)
Reed College, A. P. Welas questions whether the particular
system used at Reed College can ba used by all colleges.
For this reason A. P. Weiss did some work in the field
himself in order to substantiate his argument. He stressed
the point that Reed College does not really know whether or
1.- Foster W* T. - "Scientific Distribution of Grades at
Reed College".
Science, New Seriea, June, 1912.
2. - Weiss A. P. - "School Grades - To what type of Distribution
shall they Conform ?"
Science, New Series, Sept., 1912.
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not the students there are superior • He admits they might
be a select group but in no event does this prove their
superiority. The test he believes is in the product of the
school rather than in the raw material which makes up the
institution. Nevertheless, he is a firm believer in the
intelligent use of the normal distribution curve. He states
"Since the normal curve is a purely theoretical invention
closely approximating the actual conditions and is at the
same time not hampered by empirical considerations, its
mathematical simplicity and the relative extensive knowledge
which we have of its properties, seem to commend it as the
most useful curve to represent the type of distribution to
which scholarship marks should conform*
(1)
St. F* Meyer explains the "Missouri System" used at the
University of Missouri and shows wherein it is valuable. A
brief is given of existing conditions prior to the adoption
of a definite system of marking* The direct system of
marking had been in use and the ranking system replaced it.
The faculty abolished the use of percentage marks* Each
teacher reports for each student his estimated rank among
one hundred students. The grades are united into groups by
1*- Heyer M. P*- "Experiences with the Grading System at the
B» of Missouri."
Science, New Series, April, 1911.
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division lines, fixed by authority. The teacher then
divided his list of one hundred students into four groups of
twenty-five each. The students in the first group are
marked £ or 5 and these letters actually mean from 1 to 25.
In actual practice E is given to the first four and 5 to the
remaining 21. The next two quarters are marked II • The
last twenty-five are again divided into two groups I and F.
The last seven are given failures and the remainder given I.
Teachers do not always have groups of 100 but distribution
can be made in the same way whether there are 100 or any
other number. The system had been in use for two years in
1911 so that it can be said that the system must have had a
good trial* Meyer in his report stresses the fact that
there has been one at the U. of Missouri. Meyer* s argument
for the "Missouri System" is that it is fair to use when
instructors are left at liberty to make their own grades,
which is the case in most institutions.
Prior to the adoption of the "Missouri System" M. P.
(1)
?;?eyer made a study of the distribution of marks at the U«
of Missouri, His study at that time revealed that there
existed a great deal of variation in marks. Up to the time
his study was made* the U. of Missouri had been marking on
1.- Meyer M. P. "The Grading of Students."
Science New Series, Aug., 1908.
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• five point system of A-B-C-D-E but those values were
nsftsfinriU
(i)
After the new system vss adopted n. p. Heyer made
soother study to see shot offset the nee system hsd on the
distribution* He found that shot he hod hoped the nee system
would do ess not done to its fullest extent* The eotuel
deviations from the normal sere reduced two-thirds however,
and he feels he understands the reason for the other third*
Bts saplswsjtisti lo ghst fjseljei'i ttd mi sss* fiajsjesj m s}
seniors on the same basis and feel that something really
should be done about It* Another point which oame in to
explain that one third which the nsw system did not effect
1% that women received higher marks than men et the U. of
Missouri* Re does not believe in skewed curves on the
basis that college people ore a selected group but lie
rather advocates the use of the nor al curve itself as a
standard. He also sounds a note of warning that the marks
on tests ere not the only aspects to consider when marking
a student sinee a distribution curve can be made to order
by using certain tests* Bis idee is to work in the entire
course of study along a definite path and then arrive &t a
sane distribution.
1*- *eyer IT* p.- "The limit of uniformity In the Grading of
College students by different Teeehsrs. n
Science* Nee Series* Oct*, 1914*
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(1)
A rather new idea in marking is presented by E. Karrer.
Be discusses common practise in grading and then sets up an
aim in education. The primary aim according to him, is
learning, and if it is, then speed of learning should be
marked as it is worthwhile. However, it seems that his
point only makes matters in the variation of school marks
worse than it is already, since he introduces one more
factor which he considers is worth marking*
The marking system related to a particular subject
(2)
was studied by F. Cajori, the subject being mathematics.
The Introduction of this work is interesting in that it
shows that along certain lines we have very definite
measuring instruments, such as timing a mile run on a
track. The method of measuring mathematical ability
according to F. Cajori' s plan resolves itself into two
parts* The first is the arraying of students in order
of ability, that is for determining the relative positions
of the members of a class, so as to establish the order of
merit, or the rank of each individual in the group.
1. - Karrer E. -"Reflections on a new System of Grading."
School and Society, Nov., 1926.
2.- Cajori F.-*A new Marking System and Means of Treasuring
Mathematical Ability."
School and Science and Mathematics, April, 1914
-25-
m
This formula furnishes also preliminary eetirmtos of ability
fw + r^b
-I- sOa 4-tOb f up
mark • 1 + r + » f Ifu"
This formula ir. used to determine the rank of the student
•
Then this rank is used in a table to gat to the real nark
corresponding to the rank obtained. The table used in
correction with this system is worked out by its author.
According to Cajori the advantages of the plan are
first, that it is based on correct statistical theory,
second that the groups oailed superior, medium etc., cover
equal range* of ability, third, it tends to eliminate the
personal aquation in raarfciTJg, fourth, the method is absolute,
So far as thin report of work done on the distribution
of marks is concerned, there seems to be an overwhelmingly
large amount of work done, Rhich supports the idea of a
1.- Outline for measuring mathematical ability.
&•*> By memory teste
(a) in daily work • m
(b) in examination * T7b
2.- By original osarclsos
(a) in daily work •
(b) in exa r iriation * Cfb
3*- Dy diligence - D




normal distribution of marka. However there are somo
objections to a system of marking which follows a normal
distribution and in fairness to these ideas, they are
presented at this time*
The idea has boon voiced by teachers that it would bo
unfair to fail a certain percentage of students, for the
sole reason the* according to the law of probability a
(1)
certain percentage should be failed. Starch answers this
objection by saying that even where a class has an exceptional
teacher that the attainment of the pupils is only rarely raised
to that point where all of the student* are better* f
It must be pointed out that the probability curve allocs
deviations largo enough to take care of exceptional cases*
such as might be brought up by the ob.1ecta.on already mentioned.
This same objection can be answered somewhat differently and
( 2-^
Douglass 1 answers it by saying that normal distribution of
iiarks does not in any sense mean that a teacher must fail
seven per cent of his students. It means that if a teacher
finds that his marks show no failures over a long period of
time or a high percentage of failures compared with a normal
distribution, that there must be something wrong. What the
Starch D. - Educational Psychology.
2.- Douglas H. R»- "Modem Methods in High School Teaching".
oouoe la may bo any rusher of things* end e fair analysis
of the ease will probably reveal the difficulty. It wast
be obvious to the reader that this idea is ouch different
from saying that every teacher should fail seven per cent
of hie students in each clasa.
Another objection to the normal distribution of narks*
which applies more directly to this particular ^oblem is
the effect of selection in a college group. Starch does
net deny the influence of selection. Hs shows by presenting
son© date that the only effect of selection is the constric-
tion of the base of the normal distribution curve. Dae to
the failure of the poorer students the narks should become
slightly better and this is the reason the base of the normal
distribution curve is slightly constricted. Ieter on in
another chapter, graphs will be presented to show the
distribution of aarfes at Kassachusetts State College in the
freshmen, sophomore, junior and senior years, and comparisons
will be made with distributions at other colleges.
Another idea which becomes a problem at this point
is
the degree of variation from the normal distribution
curve.
Ehile this consideration is not so important in this
particular esse, as Is mentioned in the introductory
chapter.
1.- Starch D. - Educational Psychology.
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the presentation of the following material is Justified if
it 18 only to show that there are extremes in the points
on the curve and that theae points are determined
mathematically. Starch presenta the data which are to he
usod on a five point mar Icing ays torn. These fibres can ba
used to cheek the studies made at Harvard and at Missouri.
In groups where one hundred or more students are concerned
a fairly close conformity can be expected. Table 5 showa
the range of deviationa permiasable when twenty-five per








It is obvious frosi the work reviewed and what has teen
said that some generalisations can bo safely raade. In the
firat place, the majority of the workers in the field favor
some aort of controlled distribution of marks. In addition,
the work reviewed aeema definitely to point to the fact










The materials employed In this work were obtained from
the Office of the Dean at the llassachusetts State College.
The data were recorded on large cross section paper, tran-
ferred to frequency tables, and finally plotted as shown in
Chapter IV.
Definitions , To prevent ambiguity or confusion in re-
gard to terminology, all notations and symbols of scholastic
accomplishment (commonly referred to as "grades", "scores",
nomencalture, (1) the actual frequency curves represent the
raw observed data, (2) the transmuted frequency curves
signify the distributions of actual marks which have been
reduced to equivalents, and (3) the hypothetical normal curves
manifest the ideal and, as such, serve as a means of comparison.
In much of the work done in predicting academic achieve-
ment, the general nature of the sole criterion of success
(the obtainer works) is either overlooked or only superfi-
cially mentioned. That this practice can lead to Inaccurate
results is apparent fror the following analysis.
Strictly speaking, a mark represents the final Judgment
of the college instructor, who, in the words of Professor
•30-
Dearborn "Is thus set up as the arbiter elegantiarum of the
academic world ard of its intelligence. Thus* when taken
individually a mark stands definitely for scholastic accom-
plishment. If marks be taken collectively, however, it be-
comes at once necessary to discover whether or not they are
truly representative of the group in question. This step
entails the acceptance of the fundamental assumption of all
biometric research; namely, that all representative measures
within a class are distributed about or concentrated at the
(2)
midpoint of that class* Professor Otis carries the theory
to its logical conclusion when he applies It to teacher's
marks : s} if the Judgments of the teachers were stressed in
true numerical terms, the measures of any fairly large
group, such as the pupils of a class, would be distributed
approximately according to the law of normal distribution."
From these statements it seens logical and plausible to
conclude that the marks attained by any group of (say) 100
or more students, which within the limits of probable error
do not corroborate the law of normal distribution
1.- Dearborn, VJ.F. -"Intelligence
'
resting.", 1924




auggest that tho courses ore either too "difficult* (skewed
to tho right) or too "easy" (skewed to tho left) - and such
(1) (2)
la the contention of both Otis and Starch, thus in regard to
tho definitions of "difficult" and "easy" courses (of, p.
questions 4), the tern difficult should in no wsy be equated
to o hl^i "Intellectual" level. The influence here implies
that e too difficult course as Indicated by an abnormally
ri^it skewed distribution is either (1) unnecessarily
padded or (2) taught by an incompetent Instructor,
f
"othodolor3r« The three most common forme employed to
represent frequency distributions are the frequency polygon*
the histogram or column diagram and the smooth frequency
curve 5 in this study, tho polygon is used consistently.
The first problem which arises in the construction of
the frequency polygon is tho number end slae of the intervals
to be used. TTonroe believes that no fixed rule can be laid
down concerning the number of intervals employed, but "in
general, It is not wise to hove the nuv-ber of intervals
1.- Otis JUS. -"Statistical Methods In -factional > easoxment.", 1925
2.- StarehD. -"Taxational Psychology.
5.- If111 111 IA -"TWoeatianal Measurmsnt.", 1933
-32-
exeeed twenty nor be less than ten". In this analysis, the
intervals used are always less than twenty and at least e~
qual to ten in number. With respeet to the sise of the
interval, his only recommendation is that they be equal.
Each frequency polygon here represented has equal intervals.
The next question is twofold* (1) how may the distri-
butions be best described (2) in relation to the problem
at hand? Konroe is mo3t clear in regard to question one .
A frequency distribution may be described in terms of
its (a) shape, (b) its central tendency, and (c) its varia-
bility or spread". However, the major concern of this work
is one of gross compilation, and not one minute statistical
niceties. Therefore, in spite of the foot that the data are
available, no attempt has been made to compare and contrast
the frequency distributions quantitatively. That is to say,
the nature of the comparisons is qualitative - one of mere
inspection. The second part of the question has already been
diseussedj marks not approximating or tending to approximate
the normal frequency distribution are designated "irregular",
(1) (2)
and should be evaluated according to Otis and Starch's dicta.
,A.S. -"Statistical Methods In mieatloaal Heaauroant.*, 1925
2.- Starch
, D. -"Educational Paycholoffr.
Moreover, a too© a study of this kind of inveatigstion
markedly in certain characteristics (training etc), It Is
also necessary to sake allowances for these difference8 before
any direct ecaparison een he attempted. For example, it la
icipossible to make direct comparisons between freshmen marks
and senior narks, because of the natural differences in the
measures of central tendency, etc., extensive research has
demonstrated that for each college group (freahan, sopho-
nor©, junior and senior), there is a characteristic, or
normal curve. In educational psychology, these discrepon-
cios are reduced to a cocoon level by the process of trans-
:.ratine : »ri So
(1)
Ifolley nentiens two methods which may be employed in
such instances. Zn the first, the averages of the four year
group are plotted and taken as an arbitrarily established
standard; in the second method, it Is customary to use the
freshman average marks as the normal, or standard, of cook*
paricon. Professor Kelley recorr enda the latter method be-
cause of its greater fruitfulnsss, and It has been adopted
here.
1»- Kelley, t.l. -'•Statistical Method.", 1923
-34
The mean or averages for every freshman course tau$it
at the Massachusetts State College to the classes of 1932-
1933-1934 were obtained from the Dean's office. These means
were In turn averaged; the final outcome being the standard
for transmutation. The average for the freshman class, based
on the above stated classes is 71.68; for the sophomore class,
73.80; for the junior and senior classes, 79.33 and 80.30
respectively. Hence, in order to reduce these marks to
equivalents the following procedure was followed:
Sophomore average - Freshman average a 2
Junior average - Freshman average s 8
Senior average - Freshman average q 9
The figures 2, 8, 9 are the transmutation factor. The only
reaeon for using the classes of 1932, 1933, 1P34 is that
these were the only figures available at the time at the
office of the Dean.
Thus before plotting the Sophomore averages or, for
that matter, any one of the presented graphs, the proper
transmutation factor was subtracted from each individual
average. These equivalent marks are represented on the
graphs in green colored ink.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The present sect!cm contains the results of s graphical
and tabular presentation of all courses tanght at the Massa-
chusetts State College for a period of nine years. In cer-
tain instances it has been necessary to group courses} in
such cases the frequency polygon for the division or
department is drawn up*
Since classification is but an arbitrary natter in this
study, the graphs have been arranged alphabetically according
to subject* For the convenience of subsequent roseerch
workers, the frequency co-ordinate has been converted into
percentages, although in every case the number of cases
uaed is str.tod.
The black lines represent the distribution of the
actually observed date} they signify, the narks as recorded
•t the Office of Dean. The lines drawn in red ink portray
the hypothetical curve of error; assuming a normal distri-
bution, these lines designate the ideal (computed for the
sane number of cases)* The polygons drawn in green repre-
sent the transmuted marks | these curves represent the
distributions when the observed marks have been reduced to
equivalents (as described in Chapter III)*
Ihe section immediately following the graphs contains
the data in full; here however, the results are presented
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The nature of this research is essentially one of
compilation? its major purpose is to make a qualitative
examination of the mark distributions at the Massachusetts
State College for a period of nine years (1922-1931).
These distributions have been computed and presented gra-
phically, (1) as actual frequency distributions and (2)
as polygons which have been reduced to equivalents. More-
over, the data have been grouped in tabular for the conve-
nience of future research workers.
Although no exact Interpretations of the results are
possible at present, the materials here presented are ready
for subsequent investigators. Prom a careful scrutiny of
the results the writer suggests the following problems for
detailed qualitative investigation,
1,- What is the general and comparative nature of the
mark distributions at the Massachusetts State College?
2,- To what extent does the average mark distribution
at this college depart from the distributions obtained in
similar' studies at some of the leading American Universities
(e,g. Harvard University and University of Missouri, etc.)?
3, - What are the relatively "easy" and the relatively
"difficult" (c.f. Definitions Chapter III courses on this
mumi] f
-134
4»- Which type of frequency distribution shows a more
accurate conformity to the theoretical frequency curve, (a)
the actual or (b) the "transmuted" distribution curves?
5.- What la the relative standing in regard to the
normal criterion of the departments for which the greatest
number of students are elected to ^ K <j> ?
In order to show the usefulness of this study, cer-
tain data taken from this will be used at this time in an
attempt to throw light on question (5)* The data arranged




Agricul f al Engineering»31






English* •• ••••••• .15
Entomology* ••••..••...•59





German* •••••• • .28
Geology. 28
Horticulture ...... 43
Home Economies •••• 26
Horticultural Mas •••• 51





Physi ology . • 7
Pomology,... 27
Physical Ed* Hen 64






FIGURES INDICATE PER CEHT OF MARKS ABOVE 85.
A close inspection of this table will give the reader
a fair idea which e curses hare a preponderance of high marks;
it also shows that it is possible for a student to help him-
self to make Phi Kappa Phi by a selection of courses. The
writer does not say that this practice is being carried on,
«156
but that is It possible*
6*- What is the relative standing in regard to the nor-*
nal criterion of the departments fron which the greatest
mvSaoT of studonts are dropped beoauee of poor narks
T
The answers to some of these questions are implicit
in the results of this study* Yet the author has re-
frained from attempting direct answers because each one
to be answered adequately requires a detailed analysis
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